Mummy Hat
Designed by Clare Sullivan
Directions are for bandage and eyes ONLY
Thank you Judy for converting my video into written format

Materials:






Sport weight yarn and hook and
recommended size hook (if you use
worsted weight, it will be thicker, but still
use the recommended hook size for the
yarn)
Small amounts of white, any color of
your choice for the iris, and off white
(cream or beige) for bandage.
Sewing needle

 Foam head or balloon.
Special stitches:
Foundation double crochet (Fdc)
Chain 4. Yarn over, insert hook in 4th chain from hook, yarn over and pull up loop (3 loops on
hook), yarn over and draw through 1 loop (1 chain made), [yarn over and draw through 2
loops] 2 times— foundation double crochet. Yarn over, insert hook under 2 loops of chain at
bottom of stitch just made, yarn over and pull up loop (3 loops on hook), yarn over and draw
through 1 loop (1 chain made), [yarn over and draw through 2 loops] 2 times. *Yarn over, insert
hook under 2 loops of chain at bottom of stitch just made, yarn over and pull up loop (3 loops
on hook), yarn over and draw through 1 loop (1 chain made), [yarn over and draw through 2
loops] 2 times. Repeat from * as needed.

Bandage:
Make bandage using off white (cream or beige) and the foundation double crochet (fdc) stitch.
Make it as long or as short as you desire. Typically this is 2-3 metres long. Finish by pulling
yarn ends through finished bandage to hide.
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Eyes
Begin with a magic circle, OR chain 5, slip stitch in first chain to join and make a circle, with
(iris) color of your choice.
1. Chain 2, 15 half double crochet (hdc) into circle, slip stitch into top of chain 2 to join. Finish
off color by pulling beginning tail to make sure hole is closed tight. (15 half double crochet)
2. Join white to round 1 either with slip stitch, OR if you plan on hiding the ends by crocheting
over them, pull white through any chain on round one and chain 2. Half double crochet (hdc)
into same stitch as joining, and being careful to cover loose ends, place 2 half double crochet
(hdc) into each half double crochet (hdc) of previous round. Join with slip stitch in top of first
chian 2, leaving a long tail (approximately a meter) in order to sew eye to hat. (30 half double
crochet)

Finishing:
To construct your hat, thread sewing needle with the tail from one of your eyes, and place on
hat in position desired, using the rounds on the hat as a guide, place bottom edge of eye on
round 2 of hat. To sew without the stitches being visible, sew on keeping your stitching as
close to the white edge as possible, and only through the top layer of the stitches on the hat to
keep them from showing through on the inside of hat. Do the same for the other eye. Finish
and hide ends.
Placing your hat on a foam head, or if you don’t have a foam head, use a balloon. Blow
balloon up to size of head and place inside hat being careful not to pop it, and place on a tea
towel for stability. Begin by wrapping bandage on hat to see placement, adjust until you have
it in a manner that resembles a mummy, tuck the ends under longer pieces to help keep in
place, temporarily tack down if you feel it necessary to keep bandage in place while sewing to
hat. Attach in the same manner as the eyes, keeping the stitching invisible on both sides.
Finish by hiding all yarn ends.
Thank you for choosing my pattern
Happy crochet
Clare xx
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